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Azure Optimization

Optimize & control your Azure spend

 
Cloud computing has grown exponentially and 
has accelerated the digital transformation of 
businesses around the world.  Whilst delivering 
the much demanded flexibility and scalability 
to organizations, so too has it driven the need 
for careful management, in order to continue to 
deliver these benefits.

Badly managed cloud investments can impact the entire business’s  financial security.

•  Uncontrolled cloud growth - Cloud consumption grows with no ability to reduce,    
    optimize and manage investment effectively

•  Cloud projects going over budget - Projects far exceed forecasts and project  
    estimates. This creates budgetary pressure and operational business challenges 

•  Poor contracting - Through poor forecasting and poor understanding of the  
    commercial options, many organizations will be investing in cloud on an inefficient  
    commercial model resulting in substantial wasted spend

•  Lack of visibility - Through the lack of visibility of clear and accurate data, it is  
    impossible to control the demand and deployment of cloud. But moreover, the  
    accurate data is what you need to power negotiations with Microsoft

Livingstone Recommends

A carefully managed combination of the right tools, data and expertise can be brought 
together through a framework of cloud management and optimization. For an effective 
cloud centre of excellence, this framework requires: mapping of key process, business 
relationships and core deliverables.  Livingstone’s Azure Optimization Service offers 
flexible options to best meet your organizations needs to ensure you are able to 
managed your Azure investments effectively.

“For many enterprises, 
working out what 

cloud services they 
need is hard enough; 

predicting what 
they’ll require in three 
years’ time is nigh on 

impossible, but our 
clients understand 

their minimum & 
maximum spend 
commitments, & 

balance risk with 
commercial leverage“

 
Director Microsoft Consulting, 

Livingstone Group
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Azure Optimizer

Azure optimizer is a proprietary solution to help customers make sense of their Azure investment whilst providing clear 
recommendations on areas where costs can be reduced. The Azure Optimizer makes Azure management and cost optimization simple, 
helping customers and users to drive real savings for their organization allowing them to reinvest into further innovation.  

How it works  
Azure Optimizer could not be more simple to use, by providing an API Billing key and granting access to performance insights. Once the 
credentials are in place Azure Optimizer will collect all the required data and provide a suite of clear and concise actions that will reduce 
costs in Azure via a number of key optimization areas.

What you get 
A simple set of dashboards and reporting, highlighting areas for optimization with a clear view on how to realize the opportunity and 
track ongoing optimization. 
 
Rightsizing  

•  Lower cost alternatives - recommending lower cost, newer, better spec VMs  
•  Lower cost regions - recommending optimal regions within continent  
•  Downsize recommendations - identification of low used VM and better fit VM types  
•  Detached volumes -  removal of unattached storage volumes  
•  Dev test scheduling - opportunity for scheduling non production resources 

Reservations 

•  RI recommendations - cost reduction via application of reservations to key products and services   
•  RI usage -  monitoring the effectiveness of the current investments in RI  
•  Scaleset RI recommendations - recommendations on application or reservations to scalesets  

Licensing  

•  SQL AHUB optimization - identifying areas where SQL AHUB can reduce costs  
•  Windows AHUB recommendations - recommendations on where to apply windows AHUB   
•  AHUB current usage - clear view of current AHUB application and usage 

Utilization  

•  VM utilization - performance metrics for VMs and low utilization  
•  SQL PAAS utilization - performance metrics for SQL PAAS services and low utilization 
 

Cloud Investment Managers

Livingstone has a dedicated team of Azure Cloud Investment Managers (CIMs), focussed exclusively on helping customers drive down 
costs in Azure. The team are experts in the Azure Optimizer platform and can support customers in understanding the recommendations 
as well as integrating with team to ensure that opportunities are executed and maximized.  

How it works   
Livingstone CIMs work directly with customer’s cloud teams to understand key priorities and objectives and ensure that deliverables are 
focussed towards desirable business outcomes. Once a month the CIMs will review and validate the findings for the Azure Optimizer 
and work with internal teams to understand the recommendations and provide clear and concise instructions on where to focus the time 
to ensure the most favourable commercial out comes.  

What you get  
Constant access to the CIMS for any azure related questions as well as a delivery cadence to highlight all of the recommendations 
being provided to reduce costs. This will include involvement in Azure planning sessions, ongoing BAU optimisation processes and 
key Azure related projects. The CIMs are also able to provide support and guidance on contracting and commercials models for Azure 
consumption.
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Azure Optimization Service Options 

 
Technology  

For customers who have teams in place to manage and optimize Azure, Livingstone can provide a technology only solution in Azure 
Optimizer. This will provide the customer full access to the platform or reports and dashboards for Azure optimization. The Azure 
Optimizer works from full billing months to ensure a clear view of consumption. The customer will get updates each month for the  
term agreed.  

Azure Optimization Managed Services  

For customers who need data and technology as well as expertise and resources, Livingstone provides an Azure Optimization Managed 
Service. This anchors on the Azure Optimizer but combines a CIM to support customers in understanding the outputs as well as working 
with internal team to implement changes and realize savings. 

Commercial Models

All provisions are is based on consumption bandings. Livingstone believes in providing clear predicable fee structures, so the bandings 
are set to enable customers to invest confidently with no surprises. 

•  Month to month 
•  1 year  
•  3 years 

Proof of concept 

Livingstone believes in proving value before asking for a customer to invest so offers a no cost 60 day POC. This includes set up, 
training and education as well as 2 full cycles of deliveries via the CIMS. 

Contact Our Team

To discuss you cloud requirements with one of our Cloud Investment Managers, you can email info@livingstone-group.com or visit our 
Contact Us page and we will be happy to arrange a no obligation call.

      The Leading Independent Global Provider of Software & Cloud Portfolio Management Services  
Our vision is to be the leading independent, global provider of Software & Cloud Portfolio Management and optimization services for 
our clients and partners. Providing the intelligence our clients use to govern their digital transformation journey. Optimizing their software 
portfolio to avoid unnecessary cost and risk, whilst driving value from their software and cloud investments throughout their lifecycle.
 
info@livingstone-group.com           livingstone-group.com


